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“Computational Aesthetic and applications” Yihang Bo, etc. (2018)

Sequence of Automation Complexity (p.10-11)
1) Full human participation, activating software (Adobe software 

applications?)
2) User provides various attributes/parameters, software generates results 

automatically (like fractal designs)
3) Generative: Encode artist style into rules and algorithms (Cohen?)
4) Transformational: New image is created out of an existing image which is 

reformulated algorithmically (image processing filtering)
5) AI: Collection of existing images are analyzed then iteratively processed, 

then reduced dimensionally to produce a new image

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s42492-018-0006-1



Philip Galanter

“Generative art refers to any art practice where 
the artist uses a system, such as a set of 
natural language rules, a computer program, a 
machine, or other procedural invention, which is 
set into motion with some degree of autonomy 
contributing to or resulting in a completed work 
of art.”

http://www.philipgalanter.com/downloads/ga2003_paper.pdf



In this paper an attempt is made to offer a definition of generative art that is 
inclusive and provides fertile ground for both technical and art theoretical 
development. First the use of systems is identified as a key element in 
generative art. Various ideas from complexity theory are then introduced. It 
is noted that systems exist on a continuum from the highly ordered to the 
highly disordered. Citing examples from information theory and complexity 
science, it is noted that highly ordered and highly disordered systems are 
typically viewed as simple, and complex systems exhibit both order and 
disorder. This leads to the adoption of effective complexity, order, and 
disorder as organizing principles in the comparison of various generative art 
systems. This inclusive view leads to the somewhat surprising observation 
that generative art is as old as art itself. 



“Systems in Art Making and Art Theory….”, Philip Galanter

http://median.newmediacaucus.org/caa-edition/systems-in-art-making-and-art-theory-complex-networks-from-the-ashes-of-
postmodernism/



Randomized Autonomous Systems

• In 1787, Mozart wrote “Dice Game” each sequence selected from 11 
precomposed segments selected by dice throw

• “According to the Laws of Chance”, Jean Arp (1933) 
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/arp-according-to-the-laws-of-chance-
t05005

• Cut-up technique eat author William Burroughs and Brion Gysin: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cut-up_technique

• “Music of Changes”, John Cage, indeterminate music, composition 
through random selection of sounds compositions, and the I Ching (a 
symbol system used to identify order in chance events) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_of_Changes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art (Related methods)

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/arp-according-to-the-laws-of-chance-t05005
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cut-up_technique
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_of_Changes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art


System Art & Related Methods

• System Art (Subset of Conceptual Art), influenced by cybernetics and 
systems theory. 

• Cybernetics: Explores regulatory systems, their structures, constraints 
and possibilities, such as feedback 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetics

• Systems Theory: The study of interrelated and interdependent parts 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory

• Emergent behavior: Properties or behaviors which emerge only when the 
parts interact (school of fish, beehive, water crystals/fractals) – functioning 
as a collective https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art


“General Systems Theory”, Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1968)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory



“Condensation Cube”, Hans Haacke (1965)

https://www.macba.cat/en/art-artists/artists/haacke-hans/condensation-cube



A. Michael Noll, Béla Julész at Howard Wise Gallery, NYC (1965)

https://direct.mit.edu/leon/article/49/3/232/46073/The-Howard-Wise-Gallery-Show-Computer-Generated



“Software”, Exhibition at Jewish Museum, NYC curated by Jack Burnham

https://monoskop.org/images/3/31/Software_Information_Technology_Its_New_Meaning_for_Art_catalogue.pdf



“Software”, Exhibition at Jewish Museum, NYC curated by Jack Burnham

https://monoskop.org/images/3/31/Software_Information_Technology_Its_New_Meaning_for_Art_catalogue.pdf



“Software”, Exhibition at Jewish Museum, NYC curated by Jack Burnham

https://monoskop.org/images/3/31/Software_Information_Technology_Its_New_Meaning_for_Art_catalogue.pdf



“Software”, Exhibition at Jewish Museum, NYC curated by Jack Burnham

https://monoskop.org/images/3/31/Software_Information_Technology_Its_New_Meaning_for_Art_catalogue.pdf



https://www.frieze.com/article/art-versus-silicon-valley-are-artists-losing-conceptual-advantage



“A Wall divided into 16 Equal Parts”, Sol Lewitt (1970)

“Generative art refers to any art practice where 
the artist uses a system, such as a set of 
natural language rules, a computer program, a 
machine, or other procedural invention, which is 
set into motion with some degree of autonomy 
contributing to or resulting in a completed work 
of art.”

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/lewitt-a-wall-divided-vertically-into-fifteen-equal-parts-each-with-a-different-line-t01766



“A Wall divided into 16 Equal Parts”, Sol Lewitt (1970)

“Generative art refers to any art practice where 
the artist uses a system, such as a set of 
natural language rules, a computer program, a 
machine, or other procedural invention, which is 
set into motion with some degree of autonomy 
contributing to or resulting in a completed work 
of art.”

https://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/14/ideas-in-transmission-lewitt-wall-drawings-and-the-question-of-medium



“Wall Drawing”, Sol Lewitt (1976)



“Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes”, Sol Lewitt (1974)

http://fiftytwopieces.blogspot.com/2009/03/sol-lewitt-incomplete-open-cubes-all.html



Manfred Mohr (1938, computer-based art since 1969)

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/feb/12/manfred-mohr-the-man-who-taught-computers-to-make-art



Generative Photography: Pinhole Structures – Gottfried Jäger (1968)

“Generative art refers to any art practice where 
the artist uses a system, such as a set of 
natural language rules, a computer program, a 
machine, or other procedural invention, which is 
set into motion with some degree of autonomy 
contributing to or resulting in a completed work 
of art.”

https://www.artnome.com/news/2019/8/18/generative-photography-an-interview-with-gottfried-jager



Generative Photography: Pinhole Structures – Gottfried Jäger (1968)

Decision-making stages in the construction of modified pinhole structures of the serie 3.8.14



Vera Molnar(1924-present)

http://agenda.germainpire.info/view_entry.php?id=102846&date=20190307



ElectroStatic Works, Lars Fredrikson(1968)

“Generative art refers to any art practice where 
the artist uses a system, such as a set of 
natural language rules, a computer program, a 
machine, or other procedural invention, which is 
set into motion with some degree of autonomy 
contributing to or resulting in a completed work 
of art.”

http://www.insituparis.fr/fr/artistes/presentation/8650/fredrikson-estate-lars



Generative Systems & Electrostatic works, Sonia Sheridan(1968)

https://www.fondation-langlois.org/html/e/page.php?NumPage=2048



“A-Volve”, Christa Sommerer, Laurent Mignonneau (1992)

http://www.interface.ufg.ac.at/christa-laurent/WORKS/FRAMES/TOPFRAMES/A-VolveTop.html



https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.legrady/academic/courses/20f594/txt/generativeArt2.pdf



https://www.amazon.com/Artificial-Presence-Philosophical-Studies-
Cultural/dp/0804759413?asin=0804759413&revisionId=&format=4&depth=1

“Artificial Presence: Philosophical Studies in Image Theory”, 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Gleick

“Information”, “Chaos Theory”, James Gleick



Related Articles

• Jack Burnham (1968), "Systems Esthetics", in: Artforum (September, 
1968

• Edward A. Shanken, "Art in the Information Age: Technology and 
Conceptual Art," in SIGGRAPH 2001 Electronic Art and Animation 
Catalog, (New York: ACM SIGGRAPH, 2001): 8-15; expanded and 
reprinted in Art Inquiry 3: 12 (2001): 7-33 and Leonardo 35:3 (August, 
2002): 433-38

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Burnham
http://www.dxarts.washington.edu/courses/202/current/gallery/burnham.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_A._Shanken
http://lbs.mit.edu/isast/articles/shanken.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_art
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